
2017 ADULT PROMOTION TEST REQUIREMENTS
updated 11/16

7 KYU  White Belt with Black Stripe   
  Minimum 2 months and 20 hours of training

  Exercises:
  Udefuri Undo (Swinging the arms exercise to left and right) 
  Udefuri Choyaku Undo (Swinging the arms exercise with stepping and turning motion)
  Zengo Undo (Raising and lowering arms with pivot)
  Koho Tento Undo (Rolling backward - standing)
  Tai sabaki Toshu (Empty-hand body movement against - Kosatori/Cross wrist grab)
    
  Technique:
  Katatori Ikkyo omote & ura (Lapel grab/First control and pin - Front and Back)
  Katate kosatori Kotegaeshi tenkan (Cross wrist grab/Wrist turning throw and pin)
  Katate kosatori Kokyunage (Cross wrist grab/Timing throw - Figure 8)

6 KYU  Yellow Belt   
  Minimum 3 months and 30 hours since earning 7th kyu

               Exercises:
  Ushiro Ukemi, Breakfall (Rolling backward with slap - standing)
  Empty Hand Strikes (Demonstration of basic strikes; Shomenuchi and Yokomenuchi)
  Shomenuchi ikkyo Undo (Raising and lowering both arms) 
  Funekogi Undo (Rowing exercise)
                             Tai sabaki Toshu (Empty-hand body movement; Shomenuchi - 4 movements and Katatetori - 3 movements)
                            Kokyu dosa (Leading balance exercise from seiza)
  
  Technique:
  Shomenuchi Kokyunage (Downward strike to the head/Timing throw - Figure 8)
                             Shomenuchi Kotegaeshi tenkan (Downward strike to the head/Wrist turning throw and pin) 
  Yokomenuchi Kokyunage (Strike to the side of the head/Timing throw - Figure 8)
  Katatetori Shihonage omote & ura (Same side wrist grab/Armlocking throw)
  

5 KYU  Yellow Belt with Black Stripe 
  Minimum 3 months and 30 hours since earning 6th kyu

  Exercises:
  Empty Hand Strikes (Demonstration of basic strikes; Tsuki)
                            Mae Ukemi, Rolling (Forward rolling - standing position)
  Ushiro Ukemi, Rolling (Backward rolling - standing position)
  Tai sabaki Toshu (Empty-hand body movement - Yokomenuchi - 3 movements)

  Technique:
  Shomenuchi Ikkyo omote & ura (Downward strike to the head/First control and pin - Front and Back)
                             Shomenuchi Iriminage (Downward strike to the head/Entering throw - Figure 8)
   Yokomenuchi Sokumen Iriminage irimi (Strike to the side of the head/Side of the face entering throw)
  Tsuki Kotegaeshi tenkan (Punching strike to the solar plexus/Wrist turning throw and pin)
  Katatetori Kaitenage irimi (Same side wrist grab/Rotary throw)  
                             Katatori Nikyo omote & ura (Lapel grab/Second control and pin - Front and Back)
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4 KYU  Blue Belt
  Minimum: 4 months and 40 hours since earning 5th kyu 
     
   Exercises
  Kamae with Bokken (Demonstration of five basic sword stances; chudan, gedan, jodan, hasso, waki)
  Bokken and Jo Suburi (Demonstration of basic strikes with sword and staff)
  Happo Undo (Raising and lowering arms in eight directions)
  Ushiro tekubitori Undo (Raising both hands, bowing forward and thrusting out)
  Tai sabaki Toshu (Empty-hand body movement against Tsuki - 5 movements)
    

  Technique
  Yokomenuchi Shihonage omote & ura
  Ushiro tekubitori Kokyunage (Executed in manner of Ushiro tekubitori Undo) 
  Ushiro tekubitori Kotegaeshi tenkan
                             Katatori Sankyo omote & ura (Rear and Forward throw and omote/ura pin required)
  Ryotetori Tenchinage irimi & tenkan
  Ryotetori Kokyunage (Pivot throw variation required)

3 KYU  Blue Belt with Black Stripe  
  Minimum: 6 months and 60 hours of training since earning 4th kyu 
     Attendance at 1 ZAA Seminar since earning 4th kyu
  

  Exercises
  Shikko
  Yoko Ukemi (From standing position, tumbling forward, and while hand is grasped by a partner) 
  Ushirotori Undo
  Tenkan Undo (Direct pivot and step-with-pivot variations required)

  Technique
  Ushiro hijitori Kotegaeshi tenkan
  Tsuki Kokyunage (pivot-throw variation required)
                             Katatori Yonkyo omote & ura
  Ushirotori Kokyunage (Executed in the manner of Ushirotori Undo)
  Ryotetori Kaitennage tenkan
  Katate ryotetori Nikyo tenkan
  Suwariwaza:  Shomenuchi Kokyunage (Figure 8)
            Shomenuchi Ikkyo omote & ura 
            Katatori Nikyo omote & ura
  
  Bokken Kata I (First sword form; 13 movements)
  Jiyu Waza (Free Response; defense against Ryotetori) 
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2 KYU  Brown Belt 
  Minimum:  6 months and 60 hours of training since earning 3rd kyu
      Attendance at 1 ZAA seminar since earning 3rd kyu

  Exercises 
  Zazen (Questions regarding meditation training) 
  Kokyu Ho (Demonstration of and questions on breathing training)

  Technique
  Ryokatatori Kokyunage (Pivot-throw variation required)
  Ushiro katatori Kokyunage (Bowing variation required)
                             Katatori Gokyo omote & ura
  Katate ryotetori Kokyunage (Figure 8)
  Ryokatatori Kotegaeshi irimi
  Hanmi Hantachi Waza:
    1. Katatetori Shihonage omote & ura
    2. Ryokatatori Kokyunage (Pivot variation required)
    3. Tsuki Kotegaeshi tenkan with pin
  Jiyu Waza (Free response; Defense against Yokomenuchi)
  Jo Kata I (First staff form; 22 movements. Kiai on #6, 13, 17, 22)

1 KYU   Brown Belt with Black Stripe 
  Minimum: 6 months and 60 hours of training since earning 2nd kyu 
                                             Attendance at 1 ZAA four day event (Instructor seminar, Kangeiko, or Shochugeiko)               

  Ki Tests and Exercises
  Tai Sabaki with Bokken - Shomenuchi (4 movements) 
                  Yokomenuchi (3 movements)
                                                                        Gyaku Yokomenuchi (3 movements)
                  Sliding Tsuki (6 movements)
                                                                        Stepping Tsuki (6 movements)

  Technique
  Kihon waza (Basic Techniques taken from previous tests)
                             Ushiro tekubitori Jujinage
  Yokomenuchi Sudori 
                             Ryotetori Koshinage
  Katate ryotetori Kotegaeshi irimi
  Tsuki Sumiotoshi
                             Tantodori (Minimum three techniques from shomenuchi/point & edge down, yokomenuchi/edge, and tsuki)
  Jiyu Waza (Free response; Defense against Shomenuchi)
  Bokken Kata II (Second sword form; 13 movements)
  Randori (Defense against 3 attackers)
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Shodan 1st Degree Black Belt
  Minimum Requirements: 
  1 year and 100 hours of training since 1st kyu
  1 ZAA four day event (Instructor seminar, Kangeiko, or Shochugeiko) since earning 1st kyu
  Written essay on Aikido History
  
  Technique
  Kihon waza (Basic techniques) 
                             Jiyu waza:  Shomenuchi  
         Yokomenuchi 
         Ushiro tekubitori 
         Ryotetori 
  Hanmi Hantachi - no pinning, one uke
  Bokken Dori - minimum 3 techniques against shomenuchi
           - minimum 3 techniques against yokomenuchi
           - minimum 3 techniques against sliding tsuki
  Jo Kata II (Second staff form, 22 movements. Kiai on #15, 22)
  Randori - 4 uke

Nidan   2nd Degree Black Belt
  Minimum Requirements: 
  1.5 years, 150 hours of training, 50 hours as Assistant Instructor since Shodan 
  1 ZAA four day event (Instructor seminar, Kangeiko, or Shochugeiko) since Shodan
  1 ZAA seminar since Shodan
  Written essay on your personal understanding of Aikido

  Technique
  Kihon waza (Basic technique) 
  Jiyu waza - Tsuki 
  Hanmi Hantachi - no pinning, one uke
  Jiyu waza - against any ushiro attack
  Jo Dori  (unarmed defense against staff attack):
           - minimum 3 techniques against shomenuchi
           - minimum 3 techniques against yokomenuchi
           - minimum 3 techniques against tsuki
  Randori - 5 uke

Sandan  3rd Degree Black Belt
  Minimum Requirements: 
  2.5 years, 250 hours of training, 100 hours as Assistant Instructor since Nidan
   1 ZAA four day event (Kangeiko or Shochugeiko) since Nidan
  1 ZAA Instructor seminar since Nidan
  Written essay on your personal understanding of Shugyo

  Technique
  Kihon waza (Basic technique) 
  Jiyu waza - against any striking attack (Shomenuchi, Yokomenuchi, Tsuki)
  Jo Nage (Throwing with the staff) 
  Kumijo (Staff versus staff) - 5 forms
  Kumitachi (Sword versus sword) - 6 forms
  Randori - 6 uke
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Yondan 4th Degree Black Belt
  Minimum Requirements: 
  3.5 years, 350 hours of training, 200 hours as Instructor since Sandan
  2 ZAA Instructor seminars since Sandan
  1 Kangeiko or Shochugeiko since Sandan
  Interview & Approval from Chief Instructor 
  Written essay on how you have applied Aikido into your daily life

  Technique
  Kihon waza (Basic technique) 
  Oyo Waza (Applied technique) - free demonstration
  Henka Waza (Changing technique) - free demonstration
                            Jiyu Waza - Any attack
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IMPORTANT NOTES 

1. These requirements are the ZAA standard for the purposes of promotion testing.

2. Many techniques have omote (front) and ura (rear), or irimi (entering) and tenkan (turning) variations which are specifically specifically 
    indicated on the requirements.

3. While there are many variations of techniques available to learn, we have indicated which specific techniques are required. 

4. All tests are cumulative; you must be prepared to demonstrate exercises and techniques from all ranks prior to the one for which you are 
actually testing.

5.  Requirements of attendance at Aikido seminars, Kangeiko, Shochugeiko, and Instructor seminars are fulfilled only by ZAA events.           

6. All test candidates must complete the following prior to testing:   
    a. Dojo dues must be paid in full
    b. Dojo annual dues must be paid in full
    c. Test application form must be completed legibly and submitted to your instructor prior to your test
    d. Test fee must be paid

7. All Dan testing will be conducted by Noble Sensei with assistance of the Teaching Committee.

8.  No application for promotion testing will be accepted by the test committee without the knowledge and consent of the candidate’s  
     instructor.                                                             
                                                   
9. ALL dan rank testing must be confirmed with Noble Sensei at least  30 days prior to testing and application in typed format, using the 
most current form, with test fee. Any application submitted handwritten or incomplete. Handwritten applications will be returned.
   

  


